
Christian Same-sex Marriage

Same-sex  marriage  can  be  Christian  identity  because  the  substance  of  faith  is  Spiritual,  thus

Christianity, unlike the two other monotheistic religions Judaism and Islam, is Spiritual identity

events  in  Christ  Jesus,  not  earthly  Abrahamic  lineage.  Galatians  3:14  and  Hebrews  11:1.  Ad

Libitum, or Ad Lib, is impromptu speech expression, saying. Jesus used Ad Lib in a good context to

his mother, Mary, “Woman, what have I to do with thee?” and in a bad context to his disciple, Peter,

“Get thee behind me, Satan.” Matthew 16:23, Mark 8:33, Luke 4:8 and John 2:4. Ad Lib was used

by Jesus when he fulfilled an Old Testament Torah law book spiritual event and spoke to his mother

at a wedding reception where he performed his first miracle and turned water into wine and showed

Spirit. Numbers 22, John 2:1-12 and Hebrews 4:13-14, 7:25 and 9:24. Jesus taught on marriage in

terms of a new, ideal way of Spirit from law and culture, heterosexually and social welfare; divorce

a bad ideal from the hardening of hearts and asexuality and way of Spirit a good ideal to His Church

being the bride united in Spirit to Him the groom. Ad Lib was used by Jesus in a good and bad

context and from the personal pronoun used in a bad context, Satan, or the devil, and few mentions

of that personal pronoun; fire and brimstone is another example of Ad Lib in a bad context which

refers to the evil of Sodom and Gomorrah. Christian marriage and sexuality teaching is in terms of

law,  being  clean,  or  pure,  and culture,  social  welfare,  Levirate  marriage,  all  being  an  asexual

Spiritual ideal. Marriage in the Holy Bible is from a heterosexual perspective because of the law,

culture and limited science. Christian teaching on homosexuality is that it is unnatural. However,

homosexuality is taught to be unnatural because of infection which modern science prevents with

contraception. The law and the culture of the modern world now represents and supports inclusion

of homosexuality. Christian teaching is homosexuality is biologically rare, yet perhaps homosexuals

can not help the way they feel because the Age of Reason has been so offset in promiscuity and/or

neglect and/or abuse affected their psyche. Psyche is a Classical World Greek science word and

term. Jesus, His disciples and apostles taught on the ideal of being married in Spirit or otherwise

biologically,  heterosexually  faithfully  espoused  and  against  immoral  sexuality  with  the  Spirit

revealing the knowledge of God for believers to know and feel growing in measures of faith. Ad Lib

in terms of marriage, law, culture, Classical World Greek science and modern science, reasons the

ideal  of  the  way of  the  Holy Spirit  reveals  the  knowledge of  God for  both  heterosexuals  and

homosexuals as the Holy help to act upon gently and humbly for any new restoration. Genesis 1-3

and 19:1-29, Numbers 22, Deuteronomy 21-25, Matthew 16:21-23, 19:3-12 and 22:133, Mark 8:27-

33, Luke 4:1-13, 10:21-22, 17:32-37 and 20:27-47, John 2:1-12, Romans 1:11-32, 1 Corinthians 7,

Galatians 3 and 6:1, 1 Timothy 3-5, Hebrews 4:13-14, 7:25 and 9:24 and James 1.


